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Indigenous Peoples  
While this area would have a very long pre-European settlement use, little is 

recorded from that time.  Archaeology tells us that for many thousands of years 

people lived around the shores of False Bay.  The combination of perennial springs 

(of which there are two on the property), fish, game and veldkos would have 

attracted people to this area.  They were nomadic and moved with the seasons 

around the western cape. However, by the time of the arrival of the VOC, the 

Goringhaicona (of whom Autshumato was the leader at the time) are believed to 

have largely settled in the Cape peninsula, moving principally along the coastlines 

of Table Bay and False Bay. With perennial water, fairly flat land and open ground it 

is very likely that this area would have been used by the Khoekhoen as a favourite 

encampment. 

European Settlement and Defense 
From the beginning of VOC arrival, the need to defend the settlement from external 

attack by other European powers, as well as local displaced indigenous peoples 

was a priority. 

Muizenberg was extremely strategic being not only on the route between the City 

and Simon’s Town, but at the point where the steep slopes running into the sea 

opened up into flat lands, and where perennial springs came to the surface. It was 

the last point along the coast that any invasion from the South could be easily be 

held back. 
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The earliest defenses at Muizenberg date back to the second half of the 1600s with 

the building of the Posthuys. Bailey's cottage is built on the site of a large VOC 

battery, and cannon balls have been located on the site.  Above Bailey's cottage 

are stone walls, redoubts and breastworks.  Some of these may have been built by 

the Dutch, others were built by the British after the Battle of Muizenberg in 1795. The 

old powder magazine remains on the site of the now demolished Sandown-on-Sea, 

below the railway line near the station.  

One of the of larger defense structures along the coast was the old stables or 

barracks situated in Muizenberg Park. This structure, together with the Posthuys, 

Magazine Site, and breastworks would have played a part in the Battle of 

Muizenberg. It was built in about 1750 as stables and or barracks and later after the 

Battle of Muizenberg consolidated by the British into barracks.  The building became 

dilapidated in the mid 1800s and with the development of Muizenberg Recreation 

Ground it was demolished in about 1918.   

Early civilian buildings included the Toll House and Farmer Pecks Hotel (directly 

opposite Muizenberg Park) which was a stopover for travellers visiting Simon’s 

Town.  From the mid 1800s the coastline between Muizenberg and Kalk Bay became 

popular with holiday makers and day-trippers fleeing the heat of the City to holiday 

in the various resort hotels that sprung up in the area. The greatest building boom 

resulted from the arrival of the railway. 

 

City Owned land forming part of the Battle of Muizenberg Cultural Landscape, 

showing military features c1844 
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The Old Military Camp Ground and the Battle of Muizenberg 

Cultural Landscape 
The old VOC stables/barracks were constructed as far back as 1755 to house the 

horses associated with the tented camps on the adjacent land.  They were situated 

more or less on the site of the current croquet lawn. After the Battle of Muizenberg in 

1795 the structure was used by the British as barracks. By the mid-19th century the 

barracks had fallen into a state of disrepair and were no longer used. The camp 

ground was however used to help recuperate soldiers returned from the South 

African War.  The land around remained in use by the military as a camp ground 

until the establishment of the Muizenberg Recreation Ground in 1914.  It was formally 

transferred to the City of Cape Town only in 1936. 

The old Barracks which would have been built using local stone, consisted of a 

rectangular high walled courtyard with its entrance to the south. The main thatch 

roofed building inside faced onto Main Road. Other sheds were built against the 

walls of the courtyard. Outside the old Barracks, on the land to the north, the soldiers 

would have camped in canvass tents.  
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The old military camp ground and barracks should not be seen in isolation from the 

other VOC fortifications and infrastructure in Muizenberg. Much of the land forming 

this cultural landscape is in City ownership. 

 

1786 (National Archief) showing the old stables on the top right, with the other 

defenses including the Posthuys to the left. 

 

Early 20th century view of the old camp ground 
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1902 overlay on 2018 background. The old Barracks is more or less on the site of the 

croquet lawn. 

 

1865c. Artists impression of the Old Barracks 
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Late 19th century view of the Old Camp Ground. It was used as a camp for 

recuperating soldiers from the SA War. 

 

Early 20th century view of the old barracks 
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Early 20th century view of the Old Camp Ground 
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Muizenberg Recreation Grounds 
In 1915 the Old Military Camp ground was made available to the Municipality by the 

Military to use. It leased the property to the Kalk Bay – Muizenberg Sports Club. 

On 25 November 1915 reported in the Cape Times that the City Council would 

consider moving forward with portion of the proposed improvements envisioned for 

Muizenberg: Including the foreshore improvements, new bathing boxes at St James, 

and the development of the military ground at Muizenberg leased to the Council for 

recreation purposes. 

The Cape Argus reported on 30 Oct 1916 that at last the military ground handed to 

the municipality will be used for recreation ground. The contractor was a Mr Robert 

Allen who had 30 labourers working on excavation and leveling.  First would be the 

bowling green, 120 ft by 120 ft, then the croquet ground which would be 105 ft by 84 

ft and on a higher level the tennis court 120 ft by 60 ft. There would be the usual club 

house and tearoom.   

The plot of ground has two never-failing springs of clear water running through a 

small ravine. The ravine according to a newspaper report of 1916 was bordered by 

the arum lily, pelargoniums shrubs of the pea family, creepers marigolds, baviaantjes 

and other striking kinds of South African flora.  Just above the spring was a spreading 

shrub “to be made an arbour possibly” which had sheltered picnic parties over the 

past years. 

A letter to the Cape Argus on 30 November 1916 complains about the lack of 

movement on various improvements proposed for Muizenberg and compare the 

progress made at Camps Bay where the Council had leased land to the Brighton 

Estate Syndicate.  Land controlled by the Council had been sold to private 

individuals on the understanding that the Old Camp Ground would be developed 

as a recreation ground. 

In November the 1918 the municipality extended for a period of 3 years the existing 

lease of the Muizenberg Recreation Grounds to the Kalk Bay – Muizenberg Sports 

Club. There would be no tennis on Sundays.  There had been a loss of 6s. on the 

working of the grounds. 

In 1921 it was transferred to the Union Government, and then in 1936 to the 

Municipality. 
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Muizenberg Recreation Park soon after completion c1917. Note there is only one 

tennis court. 
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Early 20th century view of Muizenberg recreation Park, showing all three tennis courts. 

 

 

The Clubhouse 
Tenders and the award of contract for the construction of the clubhouse at 

Muizenberg Recreation Park date back to 1917 with W Delbridge (a local Cornish 

builder) being the successful bidder. The clubhouse was originally thatched and 

from photographs appears to have been an open structure. Subsequently plans 

were submitted in 1936 for a new club house which is the one currently on site. The 

area of the club house and lawns has a distinctive landscaping of walls, steps and 

terraces which should be retained. 
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The original thatched club house now demolished showing the bowling lawn. 

 

Contemporary image of the replacement club house. 

Greens 
The bowling and croquet greens date to c1916 when the recreation facilities were 

developed and form an intrinsic part of the sporting heritage of the site.  The 

croquet lawn is the site of the old barracks. There is a distinctive landscape around 
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the greens including stone walls and steps which together with the form of the 

greens should be retained. 

 

 

Site of the Tennis Courts 
While the upper tennis court was part of the original planning of the Muizenberg 

Recreation Ground, three were completed very early in its development. These were 

on three separate terraces. Currently the lower tennis court has been formalized as 

a parking area. The middle court is used for overflow parking. 

 

 

Main Entrance 
The main entrance of Main Road appears on early photographs of the park in a 

similar position to the existing. The origin of the old cannon has not been established 

as part of this review, but they are depicted on the 480 map series (1945-1966). 
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Note the entrance to the park, with it to large palm trees. 
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Note the park entrance with its name sign over. 

Kramat of Sayed Abdul Aziz 
This Kramat is an important Islamic site, possibly dating from the 17th century, and 

having its roots in the history of False Bay as a refuse for runaway slaves. 
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Approximate Time Line          
 

 

-1750 Use of area by indigenous peoples  

 17th century Burial of Sayed Abdul Aziz  

 1755 Construction of the Old 

Stables/Barracks 

 

 1795 Battle of Muizenberg  

 1795 Conversion to Barracks by British  

 Mid 1800s Becomes derelict  

 1901 Used for recuperating SA War 

soldiers 

 

 1914 Cape Town Municipality gets use  

 1916 Work starts on Recreation Ground  

 1917 Award of contract for clubhouse   

 1921 Transferred to Colonial Government  

 1936 Transferred to Cape Town 

Municipality in exchange for 

portion of  in exchange for portion 

of Youngsfield, Wynberg 

 

1936 Proposed new clubhouse  
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480 Series (1945-1966) 
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Heritage Significance 
The park with its historical VOC connections has been graded as a Grade IIIA site. It 

may however be considered for a higher grade when read with the other local sites 

associated with the Battle of Muizenberg, a major international and national event 

that was to shape the future of South Africa.  It forms an intrinsic part of the 

contiguous Battle of Muizenberg Cultural Landscape, running from Bailey’s Cottage 

below Boyes Drive to the park. The open property is all in City ownership, while the 

Postuys is owned by SAHRA and Bailey’s Cottage by the Department of Defense.  

 

 

City Owned Property forming part of the Battle of Muizenberg Cultural Landscape 
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While the primary significance of the site is its association with the VOC and the 

Battle of Muizenberg, its continued use as a recreation and sports facility for over 100 

years is an important local significance. Much of the infrastructure associated with 

this use remains - in various states of use, disuse and dereliction. 

The Kramat of Sayed Abdul Aziz is an important spiritual resource associated with 

Islam and together with the other kramats forming the “Ring of Islam” may be 

considered as a component of a potential Grade I or National Heritage Site. The 

situation of the kramat within a natural open context is important.  

The park forms an important uninterrupted visual and green connection between 

Main Road and the mountain site. 

The remnants of the sporting facilities, the historical cannon at the entrance to the 

park, the springs and general landscape of the are contribute to the significance of 

the site.  

Formal Recognition of the Site 
It is recommended that Muizenberg Park, together with the City-owned land forming 

the Battle of Muizenberg Cultural Landscape be considered for submission to SAHRA 

or Heritage Western Cape for formal protection either as a National or Provincial 

Heritage Site. 

Interim Recommendations for inclusion in Integrated Management 

Plan 
 Consider formal protection of Muizenberg Park as a component of a possible 

National Heritage Site: The Battle of Muizenberg Cultural Landscape 

 View the City owned property forming the Battle of Muizenberg Cultural 

landscape (including the Muizenberg Recreation Park) as a single cultural 

landscape with multiple components 

 Long terms planning should consider the Battle of Muizenberg Landscape as 

a whole  

 Retain Muizenberg Park as a public open space 

 Encourage more active use of the area 

 No below ground excavation without archaeological investigation  

 Retention of landscape quality and boulders  

 Provide further heritage interpretation and integration into any new use 

 Possible interpretation centre for the Battle of Muizenberg  

 Civic-Public interface uses 

 Engage the local community as to community needs and possible reuses and 

improvements 

 Engage Cape Mazaar Society regarding the Kramat and possible needs and 

improvements 

 Retain a sports usage as part of any possible adaptation (if possible) 

 Retain memories of sports grounds where appropriate 

 Retain formal landscaping such as stone walls, steps, mature trees and 

terraces 

 Retain the lawns and embankments 
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 Retention of the form of the croquet site as a marker for the old VOC barracks 

 Retain entrance position and historical cannon 

 Improve public usage and access through appropriate low-key interventions, 

including looking at integrated options for security of the park (Not necessarily 

fencing) 

 Make use of the various springs, possibly for maintenance of planting 

 Retain rivulet and augment planting as required  

 Retain visual openness with the Main Road looking up the slopes of 

Muizenberg Mountain 

 Retain sense of openness with School Road and Camp Road and Boyes Drive 

 Retain and maintain historical structures  

 No new buildings – rather consider modest extension of the club house if 

needed 

 Rehabilitate or adapt the club house. Low key extensions could be 

considered for public usage 

 The ablution facilities are of no heritage significance and depending on 

requirements could be reviewed. 

 Consider  

o issues around people living in the park and using its facilities 

o rationalization of sports onto one lawn 

o sports mentorship opportunities 

o possible use of clubhouse interpretation for Battle of Muizenberg and/or 

other City-Public interaction 

o refreshment opportunity 

o outdoor gym equipment 

o market garden 

o weekend markets 

o outdoor theatre space 

o additional landscaped parking on site of tennis courts                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Sources 

 Report on an Archaeological Investigation of Early Structures at Sandown-On-

Sea (Erf 87106), Muizenberg - ACO 1994 

 The Site of the Battle of Muizenberg – Chris Taylor 2003 

 Western Cape Archives 

 EHRIC newspapers 

 Mayoral Minutes 

 Fishhoek Valley Museum 

 


